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From Reader Review Ma Pasalapudi Kadhalu [?? ??????? ????] for
online ebook

Alok says

?????? ??? - ??????? ???, ???? ?????????, ????? ???????????? ?????? ?????? ? ??? ????.
????? ????????????? ?????, ?????????? ??? ???? ????, ???? ???? ???? ????.
This collection of Coastal Andhra (particularly villages on the banks of the Godavari) stories is a must read
for everyone who knows Telugu. If not for anything else, definitely for the delectable descriptions of the
godavari cuisine made more beautiful by Vamsy's trademark story-telling.

Deepthi says

hi

Reddy says

?????? ??????? ???????, ???? ???????? ?????? ????? ????? ?????????? ?????? ???? ?????? ???????? ????????
????????????? ? ????????? ????????? ???? ?? ??????? ????? ??? ???????????? ???????.

Sri Kanth says

?? ??????? ????..!!

???? ??? ?????????? ???????? ???????? ??? ??????? ??????????? ??? ??????? ???????????????,
??????????????? ?????? ???????? ???????? ????????? ?????? ???? ????? ??????? ???????????? ,
??????? ???????????? ???? ????????????? ??????? ?????? ???????????????? ??????..!!

?????????? ??????? ?????????????? ?????.

???? ?????? ????????? ? ?????? ?????? ???????? ?? ????????? ????? ?????? ????? ????????? ?????? ??? ???
??????? "?????????..!!" ??? ??????????? ??????????? ??????..!!

??? 72 ???? ????.
72 ???? ??????.

?????? ?????? ???????????? ??? ??????? ??????????????,
????? ?????????? ??????? ?????????? ??? ?????? ???? ??????????????? ????? ??????? ??? ???? ???? ???????
????????? ??????????? ??????? ?????????...!!

Any book will have a genre for itself.
This book is a genre by itself.



Krishna says

ok

Sampath says

this book is excellent

Amman says

I want to read this book.

Krishna&Keerthi says

Good one for with excellent godavari slang showcasing village beauty with stories

Sannjeev says

READ

Mohan Dasaiah says

good book

ka?yap says

These stories are some great examples of character studies. They are based in the Godavari districts where i
grew up and traveled around extensively. Brought back many fond memories.

Kanmani says

It's pride to Telugu language.



Aruna Kumar Gadepalli says

Probably this is one good story collection I read in Telugu. After "Kanyashulkam" this is one good book I
enjoyed. This collection though is written based on various characters that the author encountered, but I find
useful to other geographical areas as well. Good story collection.

Sanjeev Vadde says

Vamsi is an excellent writer. Period! Leave aside the movies, leave aside the other stuff he does.
The way he describes some of the lives is completely surreal for people who grew up in cities or urban
landscapes. These short stories let us experience a different world!

G Veera says

Good read... Another excellent work by Vamsi.

Something special about Vamsi style is,

The dedication he draws from the user, by completely involving us with the surroundings and characters of
the story is brilliant.

Genre: bit adult
Yes, I would suggest this book to my (young+)friends.


